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T

he fear of being attacked by wild
black bears, getting lost on very
confusing, relatively unexplored
dirt roads with huge, tire-popping potholes, driving off steep cliffs, getting shot
by mountain men, and being tormented by
biting insects buzzing everywhere was overcome by my ridiculous obsession with carnivorous plants. In a quest to both better
understand the growing requirements and
view the genetic diversity of the elusive cobra lily, I took several road trips to Northern
California and Southern Oregon.
During my excursions, which typically required a good 8 hour non-stop drive from
my Bay Area residence, I had the opportunity to examine genetic differences of several populations of plants, as well as explore
the different habitats and surrounding vegetation. For those of us who dream about
carnivorous plants because we’re helplessly
addicted to them, you can understand that
such a trip was a dream come true!
I observed three general habitats, which I
will refer to as montane, coastal, and inland
habitats:
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•

The montane habitats were found
at high elevations, usually around
5,000 feet above sea level or higher. The general conditions were
seemingly harsh due to the high
winds, significantly cool temperatures, and extreme UV exposure
from having less atmosphere filter
the light.

•

The inland habitats were observed to be at lower elevations
that consistently experience relatively high temperatures (up to
100+ degrees F during the summer and fall months).
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Darlingtonia californica, mountain habitat in
southwestern Oregon (photo Mike Wang)
Previous pages: outstanding population along
the road at Gasquet (photo Mike Wang)
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•

The coastal habitats occur near
the Pacific Ocean, typically within a distance of no more than 20
miles away from the ocean.

Contrary to popular belief, some genotypes
of Darlingtonia can withstand extremely
hot temperatures, so long as they are acclimated. Due to this fact, I found the inland
habitats contain some of the most significant populations for horticultural purposes.
Very little has been discussed about the
genetic diversity of Darlingtonia in the
wild, and in this article, I will explore not
only the various habitats and horticultural
implications, but also the amazing diversity of this brilliant monotypic genus.
The Siskiyou Mountains in Northern California are a prime example of the Montane
habitats. During September of 2008, When
it was 90 F at lower elevations, this habitat
was around 65 F at the peak of the afternoon. During the fall, all the snow had melted, and the surrounding vegetation, including native grasses, were green. After driving
on a windy dirt road for more than an hour
and taking several forking roads that seemed
“promising”, I not only felt lost, but also
discouraged. Who was I to think that these
plants could be found with little to no information? What was I thinking? All I knew

is that they grew in the Siskiyou Mountains,
and since this range covers perhaps hundreds of square miles, it was a bit discouraging. My guess was a shot in the dark. This
was territory I had never explored before,
and as you climbed up the mountains, the
roads no longer had names, and the potholes became bigger and bigger, the cliffs on
the side of the road were steeper, and I was
driving a small sedan not made for offroading! I told myself, another 20 minutes, if no
plants show up, it’s time to head back. And
about 5 minutes later, after almost losing all
hope and feeling regret of spending so much
time in a fruitless attempt to see some amazing nature, my heart raced from the excitement of seeing cobra heads pop out on the
side of the road! Like a seasoned mushroom
hunter, I reasoned, where there’s one patch,
there must be more! I continued to drive,
and then all of the sudden, they were everywhere-on the side of the road, in cold water
seeps, on the banks of the ponds, and in
creeks draining out of the ponds. It’s a memory I will remember for the rest of my life.
The most peculiar thing about these plants
is that they were all relatively short, and had
very little red coloration to them. The shape,
size, and coloration of plants in these populations were very uniform, which suggest the
plants are either inbred, or rely heavily on
asexual reproduction to colonize the seeps.
It also suggests that some of the populations

Darlingtonia californica submerged along a
lake at Siskiyou mountains. Same locality
for the smaller photos (Siskiyou Creek)
(all pictures by Mike Wang).
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are possibly young and fluctuating in size,
perhaps due to the extreme cold temperatures and snow.
In June of 2010, I tried visiting the site,
only to find that everything was still a
meter under snow! At all other sites,
plants were either starting to bloom,
or had already finished flowering, and
there was little to no signs of snow.
The montane habitats had the largest populations of Darlingtonia that I’ve ever observed.
Collectively, there were easily in the hundreds of thousands of individuals. Such high
population densities likely occur because of
the abundance of water and consistent heavy
snow fall. Also, perhaps the substrate is able
to hold more water, which creates more
suitable habitats for Darlingtonia to spread.
As the end of the day approached, it was
time to decide whether to drive a few hours
back on confusing dirt roads and find a ho-

tel, or to wing it and camp. After not being able to leave one of the seeps because
the plants were absolutely stunning, it got
too dark to drive back, so camping was the
only option. I ended up camping right by a
creek, which had some Darlingtonia growing downstream.
At the time, it was a calming and relaxing
thought to sleep in situ, and yes, only true
plant nerds would really know what I’m
talking about. However, as the night crept
in, the mysterious cloud cover brought a
light shower, so I retreated to my tent. It
was pitch black, there was nobody for miles
out there except me, and there was a vacant
trailer a few meters away from my unofficial
campsite. I heard animals walking around in
the night, making faint, but unusual noises.
I was all by myself, the wind was blowing
the tent around a bit, and suddenly, I got
spooked out. What was that trailer doing

out here in the middle of nowhere, and are
people going to come back? What was that
odd noise that seemed very far away, and
now it’s getting louder and closer to my tent?
That night, it began to rain, and I found myself tossing and turning from nightmares of
people trying to break into my tent. I woke
up in terror, but then soon realized that the
wind blowing the tent around was the reason I had a bad dream. Without hesitation,
at 5 am in the morning, it was still pitch
dark, and I packed my tent and headed out
to a less spooky location, the inland habitat.
The next site was a good 5 hours drive to
the border of Oregon and California. This
is the habitat I refer to as the inland habitat,
which is exposed to higher temperatures.
This habitat was very different in the sense
that it was in a rain shadow, or area that
receives less rain than other nearby mountains. As the rain clouds approach from the

Inland habitat (photo by Mike Wang)
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west, they dump most of their water near the
coast, and by the time it reaches the inland
habitat, there’s a lot less rainfall. The grass
was brown, the fields were very open and exposed to full sun, and the temperatures were
relatively warm. Plants in this area exhibit
a yellowing color to the pitchers due to the
intense light and higher temperatures. They
didn’t seem to be thriving, as many pitchers exhibited burning from excessive heat.
In terms of genetic diversity, plants in
this region are relatively uniform. However, there were a few plants that exhibited some red coloration near the opening
of the trap. It’s difficult to say whether all
plants can exhibit this red coloration, if it’s
environmentally triggered, or a combination of both. One notable characteristic
is that the pitcher “heads” were relatively
large relative to the length of the petiole.
From a horticultural standpoint, plants
in the inland habitat exhibit the best potential for heat resistance, since they are
constantly exposed to higher temperatures
than everywhere else. Being exposed to
such extreme temperatures select for plants
that can tolerate higher temperatures.
The most genetically diverse populations
I’ve ever seen were in the Northwestern Region of California, which will be otherwise
referred to as the coastal habitat. In September of 2010, I took a trip with Damon, a
talented horticulturalist and co-owner of
California Carnivores, and Harry Trion, the
world’s foremost expert on tracking down
Darlingtonia in the wild. Needless to say, it
was a privilege to have these two experts join
me on my quest to learn more about these
fascinating plants. Their combined knowledge and warm personalities added an intangible and almost magical element to the trip.
Armed with two tough looking CP enthusiasts, we headed out to explore the most dangerous habitats of all the regions. Not only
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Darlingtonia californica - a specimen in mainland habitat.
Note the yellow-bronze color possibly due to the
high temperatures (photo by Mike Wang)
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are the roads eroding away to the point that
4x4 trucks had a hard time navigating them,
but also black bears roam the area. If the
bears don’t get you, there are more savage
forces of danger: large scale “alpine farmers”.
No, these people don’t hike up to the most
remote areas to grow corn-they go up there
to cultivate California’s most valuable cash
crop-Marijuana.
Harry explained to us there are two types of
growers-the small growers, who are harmless
locals trying to survive or make extra bucks,
and the cartels, who organize large scale operations and are often armed and dangerous.
And to top it off, the best spots to grow were
exactly where a CP enthusiast would have
guessed-locations that have both endless water supplies and good exposure to sunlight.
Harry informed us he encountered 3 farms
during his various excursions, so the danger
factor is no joke. I personally encountered
one in 2008, just a few meters from a large
patch of Darlingtonia, and let me tell you,
the moment you see it, you fear for your life!
I was tempted to leave a note explaining to
the grower that their plants were infested
with thrips and were a bit nutrient deficient,
but I decided I wanted to live.

Background: peat bog with Darlingtonia californica in
Gasquet. In this page, above: “the ponds”, in Gasquet
(photo by Mike Wang), below: D. californica in the coastal
chaparral (photo by Mike Wang)

The Darlingtonia habitats in the Northwestern region of California range from approximately 300 ft to around 2,000 feet above
sea level. In the past years, Harry explained
to us that the temperatures ranged from a
freezing 8 degrees F. during the dead of winter to a boiling 115 degrees F in the heat
of summer! The habitats were extremely
diverse: we saw plants deep in the woods,
on roadside seeps amongst dying trees, on
the edges of shallow ponds, and even in
the middle of some chaparral! Damon hypothesized there is more genetic diversity in
this area compared to other regions because
the populations are so old and the growing
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conditions are relatively optimal. In addition, the extreme diversity of habitats creates various different pressures for plants to
adapt, which favors new chance mutations.
The first habitat we visited was deep in the
woods, which is the only known habitat to
be of this nature in the Northwestern California region. Interestingly, this is also the
only known site in the area that has Spaghnum moss as a companion plant. Harry
discovered this unique site about 8 years
ago, and Damon mentioned that the last
time he saw the population, there were not
only a lot more plants, but also there was
a lot more Spaghnum. When we visited the
site in September 2010, the population of
Darlingtonia seemed to be declining, and
we only found a little pocket of spaghnum.
Our hypothesis is that because of the unique
habitat location, the trees and surrounding
vegetation are growing into the bog, which
limits light, and therefore, is placing some
strain on the plants.
Moreover, the native grasses, ferns, and
shrubs were not only thriving, but also choking out some of the Darlingtonia. In due
time, without the natural cycle of forest fires,
this habitat will be lost to forest succession.
The next site we visited had a diversity of
habitats. The first most notable habitat was
what Harry calls “the ponds”. There was a
plethora of genetic diversity and a range of
different shapes and colored clones.

Above: Darlingtonia californica on sphagnum moss in
Gasquet. In the background: one of the ponds, Gasquet
(photo Mike Wang)
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One notable individual had a very unusually flat head compared to all others.
A few km down the road, we entered the
chaparral site. Right by the road, there was a
ditch containing Darlingtonia, and a few individuals in particular had unique pigmented “windows,” while other plants growing in
the exact same spot had the typical translucent windows. Were the pigmented windows
due to environmental conditions, disease, or
had we stumbled upon a new genetic variant?

After walking through some Manzanita
shrubs, we came upon the chaparral site,
which looked as though it was struggling. There were more dead pitchers
from last year’s growth than new pitchers
from this year’s growth. This site also had
pitchers with various colors and shapes.
The last few sites in the Northwestern area
were perhaps the most exquisite. Harry
named one of the hillside seeps “Alpine
Springs”. He informed us that there are
many alpine “farmers” in the area, who,
like Darlingtonia, are looking for locations with a constant source of water and
direct sunlight. At this site, they had
stumbled upon a “farm,” making it the
most dangerous site we visited! On one
hand, there’s concern for habitat destruction, but on the other hand, this site had
the most red plants I had ever seen. Needless to say, these plants are well protected!
Harry informed us the plants, just two
weeks earlier, had a lot less coloration. Just
like trees turning color in the fall, so do Darlingtonia. Some plants stay green, while others turn bronze and red.
Most of the red plants in the Northwestern California region have pigmentation
near the mouth, on the tongue. However,
in the alpine springs site, the red extended
to cover part of the “cobra head”. Earlier
in the year, the plants had little to no red
pigmentation, and the onset of fall brings
out the most vivid colors in Darlingtonia.
Seeing Darlingtonia in the wild makes you
realize our natural resources need to be preserved.
My only hope is that someone from a certified organization takes the concept of “preservation by cultivation” seriously. By mindfully collecting seed, cultivating plants, and
distributing new genetics, we can have a
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piece of mind that more people will have access to
the best plants out there, which will place less pressure on wild plants by minimizing poaching.
If you could buy an established, adult sized Darlingtonia from legitimate sources, why would you travel
hundreds, if not thousands of miles, to pull it out
of the wild?
The better we can grow and distribute these
plants, the better we can help preserve them.
Another threat to our wild Darlingtonia populations
is mining. Harry informed us some of the sites are
quietly scheduled to be destroyed by Nickel miners, who have rights to public lands to do mining.
It is up to us, kind reader, to reach out and protect
our natural resources by growing plants, and educating others about nature’s most amazing plants!
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Background: Darlingtonia californica on a small waterfall in Gasquet
(photo M. Wang). Top right: Mike Wang, in Gasquet. Bottom right: a
nice red specimen (both pictures by Damon Collingsworth).
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